Abstract. With the development of network technology, the text information resources also exploded growth. How to store the massive text data, classification and retrieval become a growing concern. So will feature weighting algorithm is introduced into the text classification data processing, data noise reduction processing, using the word to word frequency combination analysis, and through the word relevance computation method to calculate feature weight. Through experimental analysis, the method can make the calculation more accurate, more effective classification effect.
Introduction
The emergence of the Internet have created a new era, search information enables people to retrieve the information all over the globe, extended to various fields. Humans have to roam in the ocean of knowledge, but it is difficult to obtain their knowledge. In the process of text categorization, no rules text after word segmentation processing into a regular word set, and then after processing of dimension reduction algorithm can to debug training classifier using the algorithm and the results of evaluation. Text classification application range is very wide. Below in text classification in information retrieval and analysis of emotional huge role. Therefore, as a hot research topic in data mining, text categorization makes maximum utilization of information, to promote the interconnection. The development of the network has a profound realistic effect [1] [2] [3] . From the Internet to get the text style each different, the computer could not identify the original text, and machine learning algorithms are used for the text, a can apply these texts to text classification, so the first step should be carried out on the text pretreatment, the original text into a particular style, the form of the computer can recognize. The current text representation model is diversiform, but in the aspect of data mining and machine learning, is widely used model there are three main kinds, the following will, in turn, is introduced, through the establishment of the text model, realize to the processing of the original text [4] [5] .
(1) The Boolean logical model Boolean logic model is the most easy to understand the text classification model, whether it to text contains the feature as the judgment standard, has the characteristics of the term in the text, its weight value is "1", or "0",The advantages of Boolean logic model:1) The text said relative to other model is simple, no complicated calculation process;2) simple calculation and fast algorithm; Text representation model is still have a kind of common probability reasoning model, can be divided into the dual independent probability model, the double poison distribution probability model, regression model and so on. The main idea of this model is: through calculation according to the probability to reduce the order to sort on the text, in order to distinguish belongs in the category of the text. It will text of probability calculation and text to the user's attraction, the text semantic added to the formula to calculate the model [6] [7] [8] .
Weighting
Build a complete text representation model, to appear in the text of the feature to complete the calculation of weight, to a certain text vectorization. Text representation model, corresponding to different ways of calculation, but the general principle is: if the text of the characteristics of "participation" is higher, it to the distinction between the text category contribution rate is bigger, the weight value is set, if all text in a feature of "participation" is high, the text of the category to distinguish the contribution rate is small, weight value is set. And the calculation method is affected by the length of the text, the longer the length of the text, the more occurrences may feature, some irrelevant feature weights may give larger value, but some less occurrences, but for classification plays a very important role in the characteristics of a given less weight, and thus influence classification effect, so the word frequency weights were not used widely [9] [10] .
3 Feature weighting classification algorithms
Feature dimension reduction algorithm
Text representation model is completed, the generated is a high dimensional vector space, dimension may be hundreds of thousands, millions, in the high dimensional vector of each dimension represents a feature weights. Part features selected from the high dimensional space vector points vector into a new space vector, namely the original space vector filter, so as to realize the transformation of high-dimensional to low dimension, retained during the transformation characteristics of classification work, remove the classification characteristics of the role of is not very big.Here are several kinds of commonly used feature selection methods [11] [12] [13] .
(1) Document frequency Document frequency algorithm idea is: to measure the size of the contribution of a feature item category is in a category based on the characteristics of the text of the number of how many. But a limitation lies in ignoring the contribution rates of text categorization, some rare word comes once in a document, there may be some word or two, but a very important part in the work of text classification, if simply rely on DF, delete the words, may affect the classification effect.
(2) The information gain IG algorithm for text in the light of characteristics of each item for computing, which looks one feature in text. Limitation lies in the calculation process is complicated, however, need to each feature calculation, global investigation characteristics affect classification system, they cannot be calculated separately for a category.
Text classification algorithm
(1) Simple Bayesian algorithm Naive Bayes algorithm has the advantage of due to the assumption of text feature item and there is no relationship between a feature, so the calculation is not trival, is not sensitive to missing data.
(2)Support vector machine (SVM) algorithm Support vector machine (SVM) algorithm is put forward in 1995 by Vapnik machine learning algorithms, the algorithm with the theory of structural risk minimization principle and VC knowledge support, is mainly used to solve binary classification problems.
(3) K-nearest neighbor node algorithm K -nearest neighbor node algorithm is put forward in 1968 by Cover and Hart of machine learning algorithms. KNN algorithm principle is: to be classified by calculation the text of the text and training focus close degree between the text, find out the nearest to text classification k text, observe the k most belongs to which category in the text of the document, is to be attributed to the category classification of text [14] [15] .
Experiment and result analysis 4.1 Word frequency combined
Traditional dimension reduction algorithms such as mutual information, information gain, such as principal component analysis without considering the relationship between the words, simply by counting out some vector, this is likely to get rid of some low occurrences but useful for classification of words. Application Lin words synonym word similarity calculation method to realize feature of merger, to a certain extent, to strengthen the feature weights, weakening the characteristics of weight, so that you can put the feature representation of ascension to the "concept" level. Use of word processing, Lin text further reduce the dimension of the space vector, it makes calculation more accurate.
Word relevance computation and data noise reduction
Of traditional text classification only simple text preprocessing of the test, then the trained classifier to classify, this treatment can produce error, the result of the classification in word frequency based on the analysis of the combined use of how net words correlation algorithm for calculation, the characteristics of correlation between the characteristics of the text of the test vector weights assignment again, so that the calculation of similarity between the two text more accurate. In order to improve the classification accuracy, the corpus is the noise reduction processing: remove duplicate files under the training set and testing set file; Delete the training set and testing set C35 -Law under the file folder; Delete all the length is less than 400 document; The text renumbered, facilitate the realization of the classification.
The experiment design and analysis
Experimental data using computer information and technology department of fudan university center for international database natural language processing group of corpus, among them, the training sets the text, Answer to test the text, corpus contains 10 classes, before and after noise reduction processing document type distribution shown in the table below: Experiment with more than 9 classes as experimental object, text categorization effect evaluation standard of the Precision, Recall, F-score three values. With not learning support vector machine algorithm for data processing, naive Bayesian classification algorithm, neural network classification algorithm, K neighbor algorithm with the processed data to study the four algorithms. Only a few data due to sample selection problem decline phenomenon, but the overall algorithm adaptability is good, to achieve the desired effect.
Conclusion
Based on synonym word Lin and hownet knowledge under the condition of sufficient research, puts forward a new algorithm of text data processing: the text based on semantic feature weighted classification algorithm, this algorithm first word for word Lin merger analysis, on this basis, using hownet words correlation feature weight assignment again, it makes calculation more accurate, and through the experiment.
